Exploring a Feedback-Oriented Design Process Through Curved Folding
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ABSTRACT
The advancement of computational design and fabrication technologies has allowed combining physical and digital processes in architecture. Existing methods for physical-digital integration offer limited support for explorations with folded non-linear surfaces. This paper introduces a feedback-oriented design approach linking physical models with digital tools to enhance ideation processes in architecture. We employ paper as a medium for translating simple mock-up ideas to more elaborate digital design models. We explain the physical exploration, 3D scanning, digital simulation, and fabrication processes. Then, we discuss the results, observations, and limitations of this design approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Paper folding is a quick and effective manual technique for modeling three-dimensional (3D) volumes. Beginning with the invention of paper in Asia, the soft and malleable nature of sheet materials led to remarkable form exploration techniques (e.g., origami) [28, 29]. During the 1920s paper folding was taught as a course in the Bauhaus school of design by Josef Albers in the context of architectural pedagogy [22, 42]. The concept of folding has been comprehensively explored in architecture for the design of complex structural morphologies [10, 32]. From the beginning of the twentieth century, architects experimented with folded forms to achieve more height with better rigidity and to reduce the net weight of structural components [40]. Folding allows architects to understand the physical constraints of their design ideas by manually deforming sheet materials. In recent years, there has been a growing interest in free-form architectural surfaces with the advancements in contemporary digital design and manufacturing methods [22]. Challenging construction procedures of such forms require an integration of physical and digital design processes from the early design stages. As Terzidis [45] points out, the technological transformation in architecture generated a need to integrate computerized models with manual design techniques.

With the influence of makers’ movement [8] and significant advances in digital fabrication and computer-aided design technologies, touch-based design knowledge and physical model making are coming into prominence within both architecture and HCI communities [16]. Although prior research offers innovative ways of combining physical and digital processes, there are limitations to non-linear design exploration. Hence, there is room for testing with a specific focus on the feedback exchange between physical and digital design workflows to facilitate complex curved form explorations in the initial design processes [16]. By using the term workflow, we refer to the iterative progression of the design process from initiation to conclusion. Our work aims to expand the current understanding of digital design methods and support creative processes in the initial stages of architectural design. We study curved folding as a test case to combine physical and digital design workflows in the conceptual design process. Compared to polyhedral surfaces, curved folded paper surfaces can provide "a richer yet still tractable class of surfaces for computer-aided design and computer graphics applications." [18] Due to their complex kinematics, we focused on curved folded paper models to study how physical and digital design workflows can inform one another for creating non-linear forms. We are seeking answers to the following research questions:

1) How can we utilize simple mock-up models for translating initial design ideas to more elaborate digital design models?
2) How can we facilitate intuitive non-linear explorations by extracting feedback from physical and digital design processes?

The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce an overview of relevant research within the fields of HCI and architecture. The following section explains our methodology and how the design process was implemented. Next, the design process is elaborated under four subsections. Finally, we discuss our results, observations, and limitations encountered during each design process. Lastly, we provide an overview of our main sections and illustrate future approaches to extend our research.
2 RELATED WORK

The integration of physical and digital design platforms is a broad research area covering a variety of approaches [16] (e.g., digital fabrication, automated, hybrid, and tangible approaches). We have identified relevant related work that looks at the transition from digital to physical (i.e., TUIs and tabletops), and from physical to digital (i.e., curved folded models and 3D scanners).

2.1 From Digital to Physical: TUIs and Tabletops

Existing research in the HCI domain focuses on the transition between physical artifacts and virtual models in the context of tangible approaches. For example, the physical proxy method introduced by Sheng et al. [41] allows the detection of physical hand motions in real-time to manipulate virtual 3D models. In this method, sponge and clay materials are the primary physical manipulation instruments. Similarly, clay and sand materials [19, 37] have been used as a medium to address the “disjunction” between physical and digital through tangible user interfaces (TUI). Tangible transition methods [3, 48] have the potential to facilitate volumetric exploration in the initial architectural design process. However, material restrictions and confined interfaces limit the applicability of such techniques for architectural form exploration.

Another approach that has been used is interactive tabletops that translate physical information into the digital platform. For instance, Pictionaire [17] is an interactive tabletop system developed for design teams to transfer sketches from physical to a digital platform. The system is limited to two-dimensional (2D) imagery, and therefore it does not support three-dimensional (3D) artifacts. Some research implemented actuated interactive surfaces for the exploration of 3D non-linear geometries [30, 31, 39]. Geomotion Screen [34] is an example that supports the physical manipulation of virtual models through an actuated interactive surface. The real-time visual and haptic feedback allows users to create non-linear surfaces. Although actuated surfaces enable tectonic explorations, they may limit the creation of more complex curved surfaces (e.g., folded, twisted, etc.).

In addition to TUIs and tabletops, prior research explored diverse methods for integrating digital and physical realms. Willis et al. [50] introduce an interactive fabrication approach through a series of prototypes that transform touch and voice inputs into physical objects. Shapetape [5] is a bend and twist sensitive strip allowing users to directly manipulate the shape of a virtual curved geometry as a tangible tool. SPATA [47] tools combine physical measurement data with virtual design environments (i.e., mCAD, mesh-based modeling, and 2D design.) As a real-time approach, the ModelCraft framework [44] translates physical geometric data into digital platforms through freehand annotations. Similarly, ShapeMe [49] detects the physical transformation of an object and links it in real-time with the virtual model. CopyCAD [11] provides projected feedback directly on a CNC milling machine by gathering information from physical objects. These related works intuitively combine digital and physical design, optimization, and fabrication methods to enhance various design processes.

2.2 From Physical to Digital: Curved Folded Models and 3D Scanners

The aforementioned tangible methods propose a fluent transition between physical and digital design workflows to enhance the design process. However, design platforms introduced in these methods do not offer the same flexibility a paper model affords. Curved paper folding is one of the remarkable and challenging test cases that provides a tangible representation of complex curved surfaces [28]. Curved folded models have been previously studied and implemented to support design processes. Koschitz [23] proposed design approaches to apply curved folded geometries by distilling the works of artists, designers, and geometers. Supporting the design and reconstruction of curved folded surfaces has investigated through digital frameworks [9, 21]. An alternative way of using the curved paper folding technique was by employing scoring and manual folding strategies in the initial design stages [6, 7]. Chandra et al. [9] identified that “a significant obstacle in working with curved-folded geometries is the lack of appropriate computational tools in commercial CAD software for describing such geometries.” Therefore, computing curved-folded surfaces can be particularly difficult due to their complex kinematic characteristics. Recent advancements in volumetric 3D scanning technologies made it possible to collect high-precision physical data from complex curved surfaces.

3 METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION

This research presents a feedback-oriented design approach that alternates between physical and digital modes of design. Therefore, a 1:1 scale structural system’s form and performative capabilities unfold from feedback cycles between physical and digital processes.

As Koskinen [24] states, “when researchers construct something, they discover things that would otherwise go unnoticed.” We adopted a research through design (RtD) approach [12, 24, 53] and the material engagement framework [38] as a basis to generate a design method.
that unites digital and non-digital mediums to facilitate spatial exploration. We investigate the design process by documenting and reflecting on physical and digital models. When each physical and digital design process subsequently informs one another, they also generate knowledge and present concrete examples that can be utilized by practicing designers and researchers within the domains of HCI and architecture (Fig.1) [53].

The scope of our investigation is the preliminary design exploration phase. We employ a manual curved folding strategy as a testing case to study the feedback exchange between physical and digital platforms. The folding process follows a bottom-up approach [23] in which the logics of curved fold lines and rulings drive the design process. Thus, changing the physical properties of a single sheet of paper through variations of fold lines guides the design outcome of curved folded models (Fig.2). The primary design objective is to create rigid curved folded volumes that can be traced and transformed into digital 3D models for testing and fabrication.

The design process was mainly carried out by the first author of the paper, who has training and work experience in architecture. As a starting point of this design process, we determined three curved folding strategies. We employed a scoring and manual folding technique to create physical models for further investigation. After producing a total of 42 curved folded models by deforming papers, we have shortlisted five designs for computational procedures. Next, we have implemented a rotary table configuration [3, 48] to trace the contours of the mock-up models with a 3D scanner for digital design procedures. Mockup-models were digitally simulated and optimized. Finally, fabrication techniques were explored for physically re-engaging with the iterated design concepts.

### 4 DESIGN PROCESS OF CURVED FOLDED MODELS

The following three sections explicate the design process that is predicated on a feedback-oriented approach integrating physical and digital modes of design and testing. We reflect on the existing literature throughout the design process.

#### 4.1 Form Exploration Through Curved Folding

The design process started with a volumetric exploration by changing the physical form of a single sheet of paper through different folding strategies (Fig.3). The primary goal was to produce initial mock-up ideas that can initiate a dialogue between the manual and digital design processes. We employed a scoring and folding
strategy to create curved-folded forms with different formal characteristics [7]. First, we applied three folding strategies on A4 papers: a) connecting edges of two curved lines, b) arranging parallel curved lines with similar or different radius, and c) combination of both types of curved lines. Next, we repeated the same method with A3 size papers with a grammage of 150g/m². Applying the aforementioned strategies on paper surfaces returned a total of 42 curved-folded models. Brief observation notes have been taken after physically forming each model to identify important design features. Physical models were individually photographed for further investigation. Documented images were classified, based on the folding method, and five models were shortlisted after a visual assessment in conjunction with the observation notes. During the evaluation and selection procedure, the key measures were the rigidity and distinctive volumetric characteristics of folded paper models. Consequently, physical models meeting these criteria from each folding strategy were included. Then, we have added the model with the lowest number of folds and the model that has the highest number of folds among all designs meeting the selection criteria. This addition aimed to examine how altering the complexity and recurrence interval of the fold lines influence 3D scanning, digital simulation, and fabrication procedures.

Initiating the design process by physical modeling facilitated the quick creation of complex non-linear surfaces. The design space was not constrained with the graphical user interface (GUI) of a computational design software [16]. Therefore, unexpected effects, problems, and potentials occurring in the physical platform gave direction to the design process [52]. Exploring design ideas through paper mock-ups provides a sense of materiality that may not be obtained through computerized models in the initial design stages. According to Groth [14], physical engagement forms a link between the mind and the material. Physical engagement with the paper provided tangible feedback regarding the constraints and the applicability of complex curved geometries. Furthermore, testing different paper sizes assisted comprehension of the curved surfaces in architectural scales. Pallasma [36] states that “understanding the architectural scale implies the unconscious measuring of the object or the building with one’s body and of projecting one’s body scheme into the space in question.” The manual model-making process allowed recognizing physical constraints of the spatial concepts from the early design stages [20]. To illustrate, we identified splits on the surface of 150g/m² papers while producing curved surfaces with perpendicular junctions between their curved reference lines. Tears that occurred on paper surfaces provided initial feedback indicating that folded geometries with steep intersections cannot be built without stretching the surface. Consequently, paper models that did not deform during the folding process were picked out for further investigation in the digital platform. For students and practicing architects, producing physical models and testing initial design ideas with digital tools can help with the assessment of complex “spatial, aesthetic and programmatic” solutions while developing initial concepts [1, 13]. In later design stages, physical models provide limited information regarding the architectural performance of curved folded surfaces. The design process may become reliant on computational simulations to extract the technical data for testing tangible prototypes in the physical space.

4.2 3D Scanning as a Digital Translation Method

After finalizing the physical modeling process, our next step was switching from physical to a computational workflow. The 3D scanning method has been implemented to integrate physical and digital processes by tracing the physical data into the 3D modeling software. First, we explored scanning a comparatively simple paper model with a Kinect1 sensor. The sensor captures the volume of the physical model as point cloud data. Due to the low-resolution image capturing technology (640x480 pixels at 30 fps), the scanned model requires significant rebuilding. Undetected geometries and deformities on the surfaces make the model impractical. Running structural simulations on meshes created from point clouds can be a challenging task due to the high point count of such models. Conversely, it is possible to quickly produce higher resolution physical data with the recent advances in scanning technologies.

Next, to test the scanning capability of more recent technology, we have used an HP 3D Structured-Light Scanner that can generate high-definition 3D models without requiring extensive optimization (Fig.4). A rotary table configuration was adopted to achieve precise results in a short amount of time. The rotary table allowed 360 degrees tracing while the high-precision camera (max 0.05 percent
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1https://support.xbox.com/sv-SE/xbox360/accessories/kinect-sensor-components
of the object size - up to 0.05 mm) captured forms in a coordinated manner with the projected 3D background grid. By using the projected grid, a clear separation between the background and the physical model was accomplished, which consequently resulted in digital models with sharp edge details. The rotary scanning setting and the high-definition scanning tool produced compact surfaces in OBJ, a geometry definition format. Thus, it was a manageable task to optimize the scanned surfaces in the digital design platform.

Employing a 3D scanning technique supported a free-form ideation process that is not constricted with computer-generated geometries. Kus et al. [26] point out that the ability to integrate 3D scan data with 3D software and virtual technologies can provide users in design and manufacture education with highly accurate data to construct complex organic shapes. For novices, computing and re-creating physically produced non-linear forms can be complicated and time-consuming. 3D scanning technology enables the exploration of ideas promptly in the physical space without using digital tools. Physically created forms can then be measured and translated into digital design software.

Linking paper mock-ups with digital tools facilitated a feedback platform in which physical data can be fed and tested digitally or the other way around. As Piper et al. [37] state, “the use of scanners to input physical geometry in real-time offers an alternative vision for computer interaction where the user is free to use any object, material or form to interface with the computer.” Therefore, interactions with the physical model were not bound to a single interface or a material. Through this design process, we have observed that scanning technologies enriched the design exploration by expanding material and manipulation possibilities. Åkesson and Mueller [2] argue that “an improved human-computer interaction can potentially improve the user understanding of the structural behavior of a model, and encourage further design exploration.” We believe that a fluid integration of scanning technologies can enhance initial design processes by supporting designers to use their manual skills and material knowledge while benefiting from digital design tools.

4.3 Parametric Optimization Process

In the next design stage, 3D geometries obtained from the scanning process were fed into the parametric design software for digital iterations. We adopted Grasshopper2 for the parametric workflow and Karamba 3D3 for digital simulations, which provided a visual programming environment as plug-ins of Rhinoceros 3D4 modeling software. The simulation algorithm transforms the mesh into a shell component to perform the analysis and assumes that it is an assembly of shells connected with elastic hinges. This process simplifies the modeling of curved folds by assuming “perfect hinges with a torsional spring related to the fold angle.” [28] Such modeling allows finite element computations and is commonly used in mechanical engineering. One of the distinctive advantages of the parametric design environment is the ability to simulate real-world applications of initial ideas created by simple mock-up models. Although the physical properties of a 1:1 scale material are not considered during the paper folding process, a material can be assigned through computer simulation. After transferring the scanned files into the simulation algorithm, we assigned preset materials (e.g., wood, steel, etc.) with 1 mm thickness and loads (gravitational pull and material weight) to the model (Fig.5). Visualizing how non-linear designs perform with different materials helped us to assess the feasibility of initial design ideas. The algorithm approximates problematic areas of the curved geometry and displays with gradient blue and red colors. The gradient visualization indicates a strain caused in positive and negative directions with the flow of physical forces. During the simulation process, we observed that visually complex paper models turn out more structurally unstable areas with the increased number of curved creases. Extracting this information offered a source to apprehend the architectural, spatial and aesthetic qualities of created paper models.

Performing a digital simulation can be efficient in terms of time, cost, and material resources, and physical testing with 1:1 scale materials may not be practical during the initial design stages. Kotnik points out that [25], digital experiments need to be verified “with the performance that can be observed in reality, and a continual adaptation of the mathematical description that is driven by this feedback.” Observations obtained from the parametric workflow confirm that visual programming interfaces can restrict further design exploration. Therefore, merely depending on the computational simulation can be misleading for the design intent and planning [16]. At the same time, digital models can encourage further physical exploration by providing data for digital fabrication processes. With the digital representations of physical models, CAD files for subtractive fabrication processes (e.g., laser cutting, CNC milling, etc.) or 3D models for additive manufacturing (e.g., 3D printing) can be generated [33]. The digital simulation process enables a re-engagement with physical models by feeding the information back into the physical realm and allows testing of the digital findings with physical prototypes. Piper et al. [37] argue that digital simulations alone do not provide a tangible three-dimensional analysis that is afforded by physical models. Accordingly, comparing computational outcomes with physical outcomes by re-engaging with physical models plays a crucial role in design development.
4.4 Re-Engaging with Physical Models

Digital fabrication tools support switching from digital to physical design workflows. The laser cutting technique was explored to bring back physical engagement and test optimized digital concepts with tangible prototypes. For this process, we focused on two samples that have the highest and lowest number of curved folds among the five shortlisted designs (Fig.6). The objective was to identify differences between two iterated models in varying numbers of fold lines during the fabrication and assembly procedures.

The feedback received from previous design stages showed that the pliability of the material impacts the stability of curved folded surfaces. Accordingly, 1 mm thick flexible plywood sheets were utilized for laser cutting of the curved folded forms. Plywood is a versatile material that can be manually bent by applying heat on its surface to achieve desired shapes. After the digital simulation and optimization procedures, folded digital 3D models were flattened in Rhino 3D and converted to CAD (vector) drawings for the fabrication. Model surfaces were separately arranged on the CAD environment to implement an assembly logic suitable for the plywood bending technique. Due to the difference in material characteristics of paper and wood, fabricating with plywood led to new material constraints. Curved folded pieces were arranged on CAD by considering the direction of the wood grains to obtain the best bending performance. Digital data was fed into the laser cutter, and physical curved surfaces were extracted from (30x60 cm) plywood sheets. During the assembly procedure, we used a heat gun\(^5\) (Bosch GHG 23-66, 650° C max) on the surface areas to gain more flexibility. Heat application loosens the rigid material surface and improves physical manipulations. Bent curved creases were connected from their edges with a polyurethane-based wood adhesive. Assembled models were exposed to heat again for curved creases to interact with each other while reaching the intended shape. Physical assembly process uncovered that building fewer components with larger surface areas can be as challenging as modeling complex curved folds. Attaining stable geometries with larger and less curved folds required significant heat application and physical support. In contrast, thinner and more curved folds were easier to manage and manipulate into organic forms. Increasing the number of creases created a dynamic interaction between curved folds and resulted in a uniform and abstract concept enabling a generative potential in various areas of application (i.e., lightweight multi-purpose constructs, interior elements, building facades, etc.) As a tangible outcome of the feedback-oriented approach, two research prototypes were fabricated by shifting between physical and digital processes.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 From Paper Mock-ups to Complex Designs

Manual paper folding tests have shown that employing mock-ups leads to complex design ideas without requiring extensive digital software knowledge. Implementing 3D scanners with a rotary table setting supports the rapid digital translation of physical models, and the parametric design platform refines hand-crafted geometries. As a tangible outcome of this conversion, initial design ideas have been manifested in physical form through laser cutting and assembly techniques. Digital and scaled physical models alone can only embody limited information \([13]\). Hence, following the feedback-oriented approach allowed integrating manual design skills while enriching the process via digital design tools. Applying a similar design workflow could assist processes that require creative architectural solutions \([52]\) (i.e., massing, form-finding, etc.).

Using paper as a medium to explore complex curved surfaces forms a tangible design setting beyond traditional mouse and keyboard-based interactions \([19]\). According to Piper et al. \([37]\), “most three-dimensional renderings and simulations are still viewed on the computer screen, which as a two-dimensional and visual form of representation, does not support a more intuitive three-dimensional analysis that is afforded by physical models.” Initiating the design process with simple mock-ups provides a sense of materiality by freeing exploration from two-dimensional digital constraints. Although digital tools can generate complex curved models, they do not afford direct hands-on control and quick manipulation of design ideas. Physical explorations delivered unintentional effects and solutions that directed the progression of design ideas. For instance, combining both types of curved lines, increasing the recurrence interval, and applying physical bending created organic
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twisting volumes with spatial qualities. Using the same folding strategy with fewer curved folded lines delivered freestanding designs establishing a relationship with the floor area. Through manual scoring and folding on paper, it was possible to create, systematize, and simultaneously test curved folding strategies that may otherwise be overlooked in the digital platform due to a vast quantity of options.

5.2 Integrating Physical and Digital

This paper anatomized the process of switching between physical and digital modes of design for creating a specific set of complex curved geometries. We explored existing conventions in architecture to understand how physical and digital design techniques can facilitate a feedback-oriented design approach. The physical-digital transition has been previously studied through tangible approaches to support creativity (i.e., [3, 19, 37, 41, 48]). Our research process can open up new trajectories for tangible user interfaces, interactive tabletops, and creativity support tools within the HCI research community. For example, converting simple ideas into digital models in real-time, similar to the physical proxy method of Sheng et al. [41], is an exciting area for further research through a feedback-oriented design approach with a focus on planar surfaces. Another potential application area is, adopting the feedback-oriented approach to develop seamless fabrication methods or settings (i.e., the bi-directional fabrication method of Weichel et al. [48]) for bridging the gap between physical and digital modes of design.

Furthermore, exploring tactile manipulation of scanned paper models with immersive technologies such as mixed reality (MR) and virtual reality (VR) [4, 43, 51] in the context of tabletop systems [17] could enable intuitive 3D explorations. Besides paper, there is also room for testing different mock-up modeling materials (such as clay, sponge, textiles, etc.) to expand exploration alternatives and promote creative solutions for various programmatic requirements.

5.3 Limitations

While producing conceptual mock-ups, we encountered some limitations of the paper as an exploratory material. Due to the rectangular form factor, some folding strategies delivered developable surfaces with sharp edges that may not be suitable for structural applications. When rotating or twisting the paper surfaces, physical deformation occurring on the curved folds may also impact the design process. Furthermore, during the 3D scanning process, we identified some technical limitations that may prevent capturing physical data efficiently. 3D scanning processes rely on the visual feedback obtained from a physical model through cameras and sensors. Thus, the physical model may need to be sufficiently illuminated for achieving the optimal 3D results.

Besides laser cutting, we explored 3D printing, an additive fabrication method. However, the 3D printing process lacked material engagement, consumed an extensive amount of time, and did not offer diverse material options that can be physically manipulated. Therefore, we mainly focused on the laser cutting process, which was more suitable for achieving material engagement alongside complex curved folded models.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a feedback-oriented design process employing the curved folding technique as a test case to combine physical and digital workflows of architectural design. The transitional approach demonstrated in this work contributes to supporting intuitive non-linear form explorations in the initial design processes through physical-digital integration. Documentation of this design process provides insights and unlocks new territories to explore similar design approaches in the HCI domain. Complex kinematics of curved folded surfaces offer many potentials for future research by challenging the contemporary digital design and fabrication technologies. For expanding our research, we will conduct contextual interviews with architects and acquire an in-depth understanding of the current ideation processes as well as the role of physical and digital tools [15]. We plan to apply the learnings of these interviews to develop our design approach.
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